
woul~ be. in a better position to take a decision on the issue because by
that ~Ime It would have adopted a complete liability regime together with
a regime for prevention with specific provisions relating to the relationship
between the two regimes. The Commission would also have received views
of the Sixth Committee and perhaps written comments from Governments
on the entire regime which would enable the Commission to assess the
needs and preferences of Member Governments. The Working Group
suggested that the list of activities that exist in a number of Conventions
dealing with issues of environment particularly the Convention on
Environment Impact Assessment in a Tranaboundary Context, 1991; the
Convention on Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents, 1992; and
the Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from Activities
Dangerous to the Environment, 1993 are useful and could provide the
Commission with a general idea of the type of activities to which the
present topic applies. The Group, therefore, recommended that the
Commission must in its future work have a general idea of the kind of
activities to which the draft articles are to apply. It took the' view that
the defmition of the scope of the topic as provided in articles 1 and 2
may in itself be insufficient for the next stage of the work. It recognized
that States may require specificity in the articles on the type of activities
falling within the ambit of the topic and pointed out that specification
would depend on the provisions of prevention and the nature of the
~bli~ations on liability which the Commission may develop. It recommended
m this regard that one way of achieving that specificity would be to prepare
a list of activities.
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V. STATE SUCCESSION AND ITS IMPACT ON THE
NATIONALITY OF NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS

The item 'State Succession and Its Impact on the Nationality of Natural
and Legal Persons' was first included in the agenda ofthe Forty-fifth Session
of the Commission in light of the situation then prevailing in Eastern Europe.
The General Assembly at its forty-eighth session inter alia endorsed the
proposal.! Thereafter, the Commission at its forty.-sixth session, appointed
Mr. Vaclav Mikulka, Special Rapporteur for the tOpIC.The General Assembly
at its forty-ninth session inter alia "endorsed the intention of the International
Law Commission to undertake work on the topic on the understanding
that the fmal form to be given to the work shall be decided after a preliminary
study is presented to the General Assembly", and, req.ues~ed th~ Secre~ary-
General to invite Governments to submit relevant matenals mcludmg national
legislation, decisions of national tribunals and diplomatic and official
correspondence relevant to the topic.

At its forty-seventh session, the Commission had before it the First
Report of the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Vaclav Mikulka on State Succession
and Its Impact on the Nationality of Natural and Legal Persons". The First
Report of the Special Rapporteur comprised an Introduction and seven
sections, viz. (i) the current relevance of the topic: (ii) nationality-concept
and function; (iii) the roles of international law and municipal law; (iv) the
limitations on the freedom of States in the areas of nationality; (v) categories
of succession; (vi) the scope of the problem under consideration; and
(vii) continuity of nationality.

In the introduction to his report on State Succession and Its Impact
on the Nationality of Natural and Legal Persons, the Special ~apperteur,
Mr. Vaclav Mikulka furnished a historical review of the previous work
by the Commission on the topic of State Succession and N~tionality. ~e
introductory part of the report also addressed four fundamental Issues relatmg
to (i) the delimitation of the topic; (ii) the working method; (iii) th~ form
which the outcome of the work on this topic might take and (IV) the
terminology used.

Delimitation of the Topic

As regards the delimitation of the topic, the Special Rapporteur expr~ssed
the view that "the task which the Commission has now undertaken differs
from the Commission's work on State Succession in respect of matters
other than Treaties in two respects i.e. (a) it does not refer to the issues

8. See GA Resolution 48/31 of 9 December 1993.
9. See AlCN. 41467 dated 17 April 1995.
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of Conventions of establishment; and (b) it encompasses the issue of the
nationality, of legal persons. He observed in this regard that the former
viz. conventions on establishment had become anachronistic and that the
latter i.e. the nationality of legal persons had not been mentioned explicitly
in the work of the Commission on State Succession in respect of matters
other than Treaties.

Seeking to substantively define the relationship between the current
topic and those of State Succession and Nationality include Statelessness,
he pointed out that Mr. Bedjaoui had observed that "in all cases of succession,
traditional or modem, there is in theory no succession or continuity in
respect of nationality. The successor State does not let the inhabitants of
the territory retain their former nationality. This is a manifestation of its
nationality." Having pointed out that, the Special Rapporteur Mr. Mikulka
went on to state that..."the relation of the State to the individual which
is covered by the concept of nationality excludes a priori any notion of
'substitution' or 'devolution'. Nationality, like sovereignty, is always inherent.
By its nature, therefore, nationality is not a "successional matter" as for
example, State treaties, property and debts- are. He called upon the
Commission to decide whether, and to what extent, the issue of continuity
of nationality should be considered in the context of the present topic.

The Special Rapporteur pointed out that while the questions which
the Commission must study in the context of the current topic are part
of international law dealing with nationality, the scope of the present
consideration is restricted, however, to changes of nationality resulting from
State succession. He was of the view that changes of nationality should
be considered exclusively in relation to changes of sovereignty or "collective
naturalizations" .

Terminology

As regards the use of terms or terminology employed, the Special
Rapporteur recommended that in order to ensure uniformity of terminology,
the Commission should continue to use the definitions it formulated in
the context of the two Conventions on succession of States especially as
regards the basic concepts. He accordingly proposed the following six terms:

"succession of States" means the replacement of one State by another
in the responsibility for the international relations of the territory;

"Predecessor State" means the State which has been replaced by
another State on the occurrence of a succession of States;

"Date of the succesion of States" means the date upon which the
successor State replaced the predecessor State in the responsibility
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for the international relations of the territory to which the succession
of States relates;
"newly independent State" means a successor State ~he terst~~
of which immediately before the date of the succe~slon ~ hich
was a dependent territory for the ~ternational relatlOns 0 w I
the predecessor State was responsIble;

h h the predecessor State on"third State" means any State ot er t an
the successor State.

Relevance of the Topic . .
With the dissolution of the erstwhile Union of th~ Soviet S.OCl~St

R ublics and other States in Eastern Europe the question of natlOlla~ty
ep once a ain assumed significance. The emergence of new States as

h~racted t~e attention of a number of inte.rgovernmental and non-
a .' like and has placed in sharp focus the problemsovernmental organIzatIOns a .
:Od issues relating to nationality of individuals. The, process of successlO~
f States and the related problem of Statelessne~s IS a contemporary ~

o tical roblem confronting the international society. The focus of enquiry,
Pthrac~ P .s the branch of international law dealing with nationality rather

ererore. 1 . that the problem
than State succession. At the first blush, It may appear . .

hat similar to what the Commission had already dealt with ~
was somew 0 • 1 " Th tOpIC
its consideration of the item "Nationality, includmg State essness. e 1
of State Succession and its Impact on the Nationality of N~tural and Lega
Persons differed from the former item in two respects, .VIZ. the scope of
enquiry is much broader as it covered all issues resultmg from changes
of nationality and is not limited to the question of Statelessness: On the
other hand it must be recognized that the scope of t~e tOPIC under

'. f t' lit resultmg from Stateconsideration is restncted to changes 0 na iona 1y .
succession and such changes are ipso-facto of the nature of collective
naturalizations.

The Concept and Function of Nationality
The second part of the Report of the Special Rapporteur dealt with

the concept and function of nationality of both natural and legal ~ersons.
He rightly points out that the problem of nationality is closely linked to

o· I nts of thethe phenomenon of population as one of the constitutive e e~e , 0

State for if a State is a territorial entity, it is also an aggregate of mdlvlduals.
On the one hand, Statehood is contingent on the existence of a p~~anent
population on the other hand, nationality is contingent on dec~SIOns.of
the State and is zealously guarded by States because it is a manIfestation
of sovereignty.
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The ~ndamen~al diff~rence between the nationality of natural and legal
persons ~s that ~hlle notionally all natural persons can possess the quality
of a nat~onal, 10 fact some of them do not possess that quality in any
country i.e. the stateless persons. Legal persons, on the other hand, being
persons created by law are viewed as possessing a nationality. But the
term 'Legal Persons' expresses "a concept which is profoundly different
to the point where it has been denied that the term 'nationality' in this
context has any value other than that of an image. Nevertheless, it continues
to be used in positive law, but the subject-matter is too closely linked
to the concept of legal personality for study of one to be dissociated from
that of the other".

Th~ notion of concept of nationality may be defined in different ways
?epend1Og ~n whet.her the problem is approached from the perspective of
l~ternal or international law. The function of nationality is, in each case,
different, Seen from the second perspective, to the extent that individuals
are. not direct subjects of in~ernationallaw, nationality is the medium through
which ~ey can n~nnally enjoy benefits from international law. Only nationals
automatically enjoy the advantages of the diplomatic protection and the
set of rules-whether conventional or not-accepted by States in their mutual
relations for th~ benefit to their nationals. Nationality is also a prerequisite
for the full enjoyment of human rights.

Nationality of Legal Persons

.~e~e is a limit to the analogy that can be drawn between nationality
of individuals and the nationality of corporations. Various considerations
militate against attributing to the nationality of corporations the same
consequences as attach to the nationality of individuals. These include the
manner ~n which corporations are created, operate and are brought to an
end; their development as legal entities distinct from their shareholders'
the i?applicability to companies of the essentially personal conception of
allegiance w~ich underlines the development of much of the present law
regarding nationality; the general absence in relation to companies of any
nationality legislation to provide a basis in municipal law for the operation
of ru~es .of international law; the great variety of forms of company
organlzatton: and~ the. possibilities for contriving an artificial and purely
formal relationship with the State of 'nationality'.

Roles of Internal Law and International Law

The third Chapter of the report of the Special Rapporteur addressed
to t?e 'Role of Internal Law and International Law comprised three sections
W~IC~ dealt with (i) internal law; (ii) international law; and (iii) the
principles of law generally recognised with regard to nationality.
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Role of Internal Law
It was pointed out that It was generally accepted th~t the n~tionality

of an individual is determined not in relation to or by ~te~atlO~al la~
but by reference to the internal law of a State. That principle IS valid
in cases of State succession. In sum, it was for the intern~ law. of t?e

edecessor State to determine who or which individual had lost ItSnationality
i~llowing the change and conversely it ~as ~or. t~e internal law. of t~e
successor State to determine who or which 10dlvldual had acqurre? .1tS
nationality. The Special Rapporteur pointed out, however, that ~e ~~1Olon
of some jurists that there could be exceptional cases ~here mdlvlduals
might possess a nationality for international p~rposes 10 the abse~ce of
any applicable nationality law begged the question w?ether the existence
of tWOdistinct concepts of nationality viz. one under internal and another
international law was acceptable. That question in the context .of. State
Succession was significant and the Rapporteur asked t?e Commisston to
ddress itself to the question of the elements and functIOn of the c~ncept

of nationality if the latter i.e. the concept of nationality, was to be considered

as generally accepted.

Role of International Law
With regard to the role of international law, the point was made that

role of international law with respect to nationality of persons was very
limited. In principle States are subject to two types of limitations in the
field of nationality. The first of these relates to the delimitation of ~ompetence
between States whose non-compliance with the rules resulted 10 the non-
enforceability against third States of the nationality thus conferred .. The
second type of delimitation was related to the obligation of States assoc1at~d
with the protection of human rights-whose non-observan~e entails
international responsibility. Thus although international law 1Oterv~ned
through both customary and conventional rules, it cannot b~ a substitute
for the internal law of a State indicating who are not nationals of that
State. This is by reason of the fact that sovereignty of ~ S.tat~ in the
determination of its nationals must be exercised within the limits Imposed
by general international law. The Special Rapporteur pointed ~ut in this
regard that the Hague Convention on Certain Questions Relatmg to the
Conflict of Nationality Law, 1930 inter alia included the "pri~ci?le~ of
law generally recognised with regard to nationality" among the hrr.utatI~ns
to which the freedom of States was subjected in the field of nationality:
but (that Convention) did not specify the precise content of that term.

Limitations on Freedom of States in the area of Nationality
The limitations on the freedom of States in the area of nationality are

further elaborated in Part IV of the Report wherein the Special Rapporteur
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d.iscussed the principle of effective nationality and the protection of human
nghts.

(a) Effective Nationality

. The principle of effective nationality is based on the concept of a genuine
~nk between the State and an individual. It is a principle often quoted
m the context of the decisions of the International Court of Justice in the
Nottebohm Case. Although that judgement has evoked some criticism, the
principle of effective nationality itself has never been challenged.

(b) Protection of Human Rights

.As rega~ds the obligation of States in the area of human rights and
their protecnon which imposed limitations on the exercise of discretion
of States in the matter of conferring or withdrawing nationality, it was
stated that the significance of this limitation had increased after the Second
WOrl.d War. ~is limitation holds true both for naturalization in general
and in the particular context of State succession. Citing the provisions of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Convention on the
Reduction of Statelessness, the Special Rapporteur called for consideration
of: (i) the precise limits of the discretionary competence of the predecessor
State .t.odeprive t~e inhabitants, of the territory it had lost, of its nationality;
~nd (n~ the. question whether an obligation of the successor State to grant
Its nationality to the inhabitants concerned could be deduced.

Categories of State Succession

With regard to categories of succession dealt with in Part IV of the
report the Special Rapporteur had inter alia for the purposes of the study
of Sta.te ~uccession and its impact on nationality, deemed it appropriate
to mamtam the three categories adopted for the codification of the law
of succession in respect of matters other than treaties viz. (i) cases where
~~ of the territory of a State is transferred by that State to another State;
(ii) cases where a part of the territory of a State becomes part of the territory
of a. State other than the State which was responsible for its international
relations; and (iii) cases where a part of the territory of the State separates
from that State and unites with another State. It may be recalled in this
regard that as regards the unification and separation of States the Commission
had deemed it appropriate to distinguish between the "separation of part
or parts of the territory of a State" and the "dissolution of States". In
the ?pinion. of the Special Rapporteur, the continuity or discontinuity of
the international personality of the predecessor State in case of cessation
or dissolut~on of States had direct implications in the areas of nationality.
It was pointed out that the issues which arose in the first case were
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b tantially different from those which arose in the second case. In casessu s . . hi hof unification a distinction needs to be made bet.ween a. situation w .IC

a State united freely with another consequent~y dlsappe~ng. as ~ subJ~ct
of international law-the absorption hypothesIs-~nd a sl.tuatIOn.10 which

predecessor States united to form a new subject of intemational law
tW~ both disappeared as sovereign States. The Special. Rapport~ur has
an ested that the nationality issues which had ansen dunng the
~:~~lonization process be studied, only in so far as ~uC? a study shed
li ht on nationality issues common to all types of te.rnto~Ial ch~ges ~d
t;at the study should not deal with questions of n.atIOnahty which nught
arise in cases of annexation by force of the tern tory of a State .

Scope of the Topic

Rationae Personae
Having stated that the Special Rapporteur posed the question whet?er

it would be useful to undertake the study of th.e impact of State suc~essIOn
on the nationality of legal persons parallel WIth the study concerning the
nationality of natural persons and whether the same study of problems
of nationality of legal persons has the same degree of urgenc~ as the study
of problems concerning the nationality of individuals. ~e Special Rapport~ur
recommends that the Commission separate the two Issues and study first
the most urgent one-that of the nationality of natural persons. Having
thus established the rationae personae the Special Rapporteur observes
in Part VI of the Report addressed to the question of the scope of the
problem under consideration that while determining the category of
individuals affected by the loss of the nationality of the predecessor State
is easy in the event of a total State succession, determining th~ cat~go~
of individuals susceptible of losing the predecessor State's nationality IS
quite complex in the case of partial State succession when the predecess.or
State survives the change. In the latter case, in the opinion of the Special
Rappcrteur, it would be necessary to distinguish among three groups of
individuals possessing the nationality of the predecessor State:

(i) those born in the territory affected by the change of sovereignty
and resident there at the date of the change;

(ii) those born elsewhere but temporarily or permanently resident in
the territory affected by the change of sovereignty; and

I

(iii) those born in the territory of affected State by the change but
temporarily or permanently absent at the date of the change. Here a distinct~on
Would require to be made between individuals residing in the territory WhICh
remains part of the predecessor State and those residing in a third State.
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Th~ Special Rapporteur rightly observes that the "delimitation of
categ~nes of persons susceptible of acquiring the nationality of the successor
State ISnot less difficult". In the event of total State succession all nationals
of ~he p~edecessor State or States are candidates for the acquisition of the
natIOnality.of the su~cessor State. The point to be noted is that the inhabitants
of the tem~o~ s~bJect to State succession include among others, stateless
persons residing m that territory at the date of succession and that "statel. ess
persons so resident there are in the same position as born nationals of
the prede~essor State. There is an inchoate right on the right of any State
to naturalize stateless persons resident upon its territory".

Rationae Materiae

. Having t?US in:ited the Commission to delimit the scope of the topic
m term.s of Its rat~onae pers~nae the Special Rapporteur called upon it
to consider the ratione matenae of the topic. It was recommended in this
regard .that futu~e consideration of the topic by the Commission should
deal .':l~h questions of the nationality of the predecessor State and the
acqUlSltI?n of the. nati~~ality of th~ successor State and with the question
~f conflict of nationalities susceptible of resulting from State succession
i.e. statelessness and dual or multiple nationality.

Loss of Nationality of Predecessor State

. As regards the loss of nationality, the Special Rapporteur was of the
VIew-~hat work of the Commission should aim at clarifying the extent
to WhIC? the loss of the nationality of the predecessor State occurred
automatlcall~ a~ a logical consequence of the succession of States. The
~xtent. to W.hlChmternationallaw obligates the predecessor State to withdraw
I~S~atIOnall~yfr0r.n the inhabitants of its territory concerned or on the contrary,
hrmt~ the dlscr~tlOn~ p~,":er of the State to withdraw its nationality from
certam categones of individuals susceptible of altering nationality.

Acquisition of Nationality of Successor State
As regards the .acquisition of nationality, the delimitation of categories

~ persons s~s~eptIble of acquiring the nationality of the successor State
as rather difficult, Here too in the event of total State succession such

as the absorption of one State by another State or unification of States
when the predecessor State or States, ceased to exist, all nationals of the
predecessor State or States w~re eligible for the acquisition of the nationality
of the successor State. But 111 the event of dissolution of a State which
ceased to exist, the situation was complicated by the appearance' of two
or mor~ su~cessor States. The range of individuals susceptible of acquiring
the nationality of each particular successor State had to be defined separately.
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. Similar difficulties would arise in the determination of the categories of
individuals susceptible of acquiring the nationality of the successor ~tate
in the event of succession or transfer of a part or parts of the terntory.

conflict of Nationalities
As to the conflict of nationalities, the Rapporteur was of the view that

h Commission could investigate whether the States concerned, namely,
t e . d
the predecessor State and the successor State or States, were r~qUlre . to
egotiate and settle nationality questions by mutual agreement WIth a VIew

~o warding off conflicts of nationalities, especially statelessness.

Right of option
Finally, the Commission, it was recommended, study the right of option,

which was provided for in a substantial number of international treaties
and had quite recently been envisaged by the Arbitration Commission of
the European Community Conference on Yugoslavia.

Rationae Temporis
As regards the scope of the problem rationae temporis, is was proposed

that since the topic was the question of nationality solely in relation to
the phenomenon of State succession, the scope of the study excluded
questions relating to changes of nationality which occurred prior to or
following the date of the succession of States. The Special Rapporteur
cautioned that in view of the fact that successor States took time to adopt
their laws on nationality, there could be problems concerning nationality
which deserved the Commission's attention even though they did not stem
directly from the change of sovereignty as such.

Rule of continuity of Nationality
In the last part of his report addressed to continuity of nationality,

the Special Rapporteur pointed out that the rule of continuity of nationality
was a part of the regime of diplomatic protection. According to this rule,
it is necessary that from the time of the occurrence of the injury until
the making of the award, the claim belongs continuously and without
interruption to a person having the nationality of the State putting such
claim forward. The essence of the rule is to prevent the individual from
choosing a powerful protecting State through a shift of nationality.

Continuity of Nationality: Relevance of
The Special Rapporteur pointed out, however, that neither practice nor

doctrine furnish a clear answer to the question of the relevance of that
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rule in the event of involuntary changes in nationality brought about by
State succession. In his view, there are good reasons to believe that in
the case of State succession the rule may be modified. Finally, he suggested
that since the problem of continuity of nationality was closely associated
with the regime of diplomatic protection, the question arose whether it
should be brought within the scope of the current study. In his opinion,
it would be beneficial to analyze the question of continuity of nationality
in the present context.

Report of the Working Group

After a preliminary consideration of the First Report of the Special
Rapporteur, the Commission established a Working Group and entrusted
it with the task of identifying issues arising out of the topic, categorizing
those issues and to guide the Commission as to which issues could be
most profitably pursued given the contemporary concerns. The members
of the Working Group, chaired by the Special Rapporteur, were Mr. Awn-
Al Khaswaneh; Mr. D.Bowett; Mr. Salifou Fomba; Mr. Igor Lukashuk;
Mr. Robert Rosenstock and Mr. Christian Tomuschat.

The Working Group, it may be stated, based its deliberations on the
fundamental premise that in situations resulting from State succession every
person whose nationality may be affected by the change in the international
status of the territory has the right to a nationality and that States have
an obligation to prevent statelessness. The Working Group addressed itself
to the following categories of State succession viz. (i) Succession; (ii) transfer
of part of a State's territory; (iii) unification including absorption; and (iv)
dissolution. The Working Group concluded that States concerned i.e. the
predecessor State and/or the successor State, have an obligation to consult
in order to determine whether the change had undesirable consequences
with respect to the nationality of persons. Where the answer to that question
was in the affirmative they (the States concerned) had an obligation to
negotiate in order to resolve such problems. Depending on the category
of State succession, the Working Group agreed, an agreement should be
concluded between the predecessor State and the successor State or States-
where the predecessor State continued to exist-or between various successor
States in case the predecessor State ceased to exist.

Considering that statelessness was the most serious and undesirable
potential consequence of State succession, the Working Group concluded
that States should be obligated to negotiate in order to prevent statelessness
and recommended in this regard that States address the following potential
effects of State succession during the negotiation:
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(i) dual nationality; ib .
f T as a result of the attn unon

(ii) the problem of the separation of arm ies d
of different nationalities to their members; an h . 1

. . bli ations pensions and ot er SOCia
(iii) other issues, such as military 0 g .ct

security benefits and the right of rest ence.
. h effects of various types of State

The Working Group conslde~ed .t e f States concerned with regard
succession on the right.s and obligations 0 f individuals and, as a result,
to the nationality of dlff~re~t categones 0 .delines for the negotiation

I ted a number of principles to serve as gut
formu a
between States concerned.
W'thdrawal and granting of nationality

I 'and transfer of part of a State's territory
(a) Secession

f State's territory are cases of State
Secession and transfer of part S~ ta continues to exist. They, therefore,

succession wh~re the predec~sor dac:ssor State had the right or, in some
raise the questlOns whether. t depre.te ationality from certain individuals,

h bligation to WIth raw 1 s n . litcases, t e 0 1, h the obligation to grant its natrona I Y
and wheth~r ~h~ successor ~tate ~ the Working Group distinguished the
to certain mdlvlduals. In this regar ,
following categories of persons:

born in what had become the territory of the successor
(a) persons

State;
. . d as the territory of the predecessor

(b) persons born m what remame

State; . ali f thehavi uired the nation ity 0
(c) persons born abroad but avmg acq. by the application of

predecessor State prior to ~h~ succession
the principle of jus sanguinis; and . 10.

St trior to the successlOn ,persons naturalized in the predecessor a e P .
persons having the secondary nationality of an entity that remamed
part of the predecessor State; and

. li f ntity that became(f) persons having the secondary natrona ity 0 an e
part of a successor State.

bdi id d according to the place
Each of these categories was further su IV\ e 1 the redecessor

of habitual residence of the individual concerned, name y, P
State, the successor State or a third State.

(d)

(e)

. he succession were nationals of a federal State and had
10. In the case of persons who, pnor to t ' it the Working Group considered It useful,

been granted a secondary nationality of a component urn , .
di t' uish two other categones.in addition, when appropriate, to IS mg
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(i) Obligation of the predecessor State not to withdraw its
nationality

The Working Group concluded that a number of the above categories
of individuals were not affected by State succession as far as nationality
was concerned. It was of the view that, in principle, the predecessor State
should have the obligation not to withdraw its nationality from the following
categories of persons: (a) persons born in what remained as the territory
of the predecessor State and residing either in the predecessor State or
in a third State; (b) persons born abroad but having acquired the nationality
of the predecessor State through the application of the principle of jus
sanguinis and residing either in the predecessor State or in a third State;
(c) persons naturalized in the predecessor State and residing either in the
predecessor State or in a third state; and (d) persons having the secondary
nationality of an entity that remained part of the predecessor State, irrespective
of the place of their habitual residence.

(ii) Right of the predecessor State to withdraw its nationality-
obligation of the successor State to grant its nationality

The Working Group concluded that the predecessor State should be
entitled to withdraw its nationality from the following categories of persons:
(a) persons born in what had become the territory of the successor State
and residing in the successor State; and (b) persons having the secondary
nationality of an entity that became part of a successor State and residing
either in the successor State or in a third State, provided, however that
such withdrawal of nationality did not result in statelessness.

The Working Group considered that the corollary of the right of the
predecessor State to withdraw its nationality should be the obligation of
the successor State to grant its nationality to the above categories of persons.
However, until a person had thus acquired the nationality of the successor
State, the predecessor State should have the obligation not to withdraw
its nationality from such persons, so that the person would not become
stateless.

(iii) Obligation of the predecessor and the successor States to
grant a right of option

The Working Group concluded that the following categories of
individuals should be granted a right of option between the nationality
of the predecessor State and the nationality of the successor State: (a) persons
born in what had become the territory of the successor State and residing
either in the predecessor State or a third State; (b) persons born in what
had remained as the territory of the predecessor State and residing in the
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b d but having acquired the nationality
. successor State; (c) persons born a ~oa f th rinciple of jus sanguinis and
of the predecessor State on the. basis ~rso: ~aturalized in the predecessor
residing in the successor State, (d) p. d (e) person having the secondary
State and residing in .the successor Stat~anf the successor State and residing

. nality of an entity that became P 0naUo
. the predecessor State.
to . t on the one hand, the predecessor

The Working Group c~nsl?ered tha, irhdraw its nationality from an
ld h the obtiganon not to Wl S tState shou ave d f the nationality of the succesor ta e

individual unless he/she had opte or. ality On the other hand, in the
h / h h d acquired such nation 1 .

and until e sea d f the nationality of the successor
h individual had opte or . .' d

case were an th obligation to grant its nationality to, an
State, that State shouldhhav~r ef n to withdraw its nationality from such
the predecessor State t e onuga 10

individual.
(b) Unification, including absorption . . .

. .' .' a case of State successlOn m which
UnificatlOn, including abs~rptl?n'~:tionality is an inevitable result of

the loss of the predecessor tate s re the main question is whether the
the disappearance of thabtl~tat~. ~~ g~ant its nationality to all individuals
successor State has the 0 iganon
affected by such a loss.

. .d d that the successor State should have
The Working Group CO~Sle~e . cate ories of persons:

the obligation to grant its natlOnallty to the fol:t~;~~w th;t nationality had
(a) nationals of a predecessor State-no maState' and (b) nationals of a

. d .ding in the successor , .been acquire -reSl . h 1 0 had the nationallty
predecessor State residing in a third State, uI~e~ t :~:r s grant its nationality
of a third State. (The successor State cou ,ow .
to such persons subject to their agreement).

(c) Dissolution
. h the predecessor State

Dissolution is a case of State succeSSlOn w ,ere ti ality is automatic.
ceases to exist and therefore the loss of such Sta~e s na ion hi h individuals

h f whether and if so to w icIt raises, however, t e ques ton 'h ~ it bligation to grant
affected by the change, the successor States as t e 0

their nationality.
t their nationality(i) Obligation of the successor States to gran

The Working Group concluded that each of the successor States s~oul~
. l' t the following categones 0have the obligation to grant its natrona ity o. . lar

. h b e the temtory of that particu
persons: (a) persons born in w at ecam . third State'

d .di o in that successor State or 10 a 'successor State an resi mg . . ality f the predecessor
(b) persons born abroad but having acquired the nation 1 0
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